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ABSTRACT With the increasing use of smart devices and sensors, enormous amounts of data are being
generated continuously. The data is commonly stored in centralized cloud platforms and consumed by
different services. The data is indeed a valuable resource for many service providers who provide advanced
features and utilities to their subscribers. However, user data include personal and sensitive information
which can be misused in many ways. There is no way for a subscriber to confirm that their service provider is
compliant with data privacy regulations. The existing privacy enhancing techniques such as anonymization
and differential privacy substantially reduce data usability while ensuring privacy. Therefore, it remains
essential to provide a feasible solution that allows service providers to take advantage of user data while
guaranteeing their privacy. In this paper, we present PETchain: a novel privacy enhancing technology using
blockchain and smartcontract. In PETchain, data is stored securely in a distributed manner and processed in
a user-selected trusted execution environment. Users deploy the smartcontract that allows them to decide
whether and how their data can be exploited by service providers. The feasibility and performance of
PETchain are presented by implementing PETchain over a consortium Ethereum blockchain.
INDEX TERMS Blockchain, Ethereum, privacy enhancing technology, privacy preservation, smartcontract.
I. INTRODUCTION
The rapid development in the fields of IoT, social networks,
and cloud computing has led to the increased generation,
storage, and processing of personalized data. In this new era
of big data, both public and private service providers are col-
lecting large amounts of data from their users to provide them
with enhanced services and features. However, most of the
collected contains private and confidential information that
can be easily abused. Service providers focus on providing
strong authentication, integrity, and confidentiality solutions
but generally under-look user’s privacy while collecting, stor-
ing, and processing their personal data [1]. Once a service
provider acquires the data it can easily misuse or distribute it
without user consent. Thus, users must completely trust their
service providers and have little or no control over their data.
Furthermore, the users are unable to define and implement
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
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access control for their data, to decide who and when can
access their data, and how can they process it.
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)1 came
into act on 25 May 2018 in the European Union. The GDPR
contains provisions and requirements to protect users’ rights
related to their data. This includes the user’s right to remain
informed about their data being gathered, processed, and
distributed by their service provider. It also provides the user
with the right to have their data updated or even deleted
forever [2]. However, users, for now, do not have any ability
to check whether their service providers are GDPR com-
pliant or not. Users have to completely trust their service
providers with their data if they wish to use their services.
Furthermore, if any investigation on a privacy breach is con-
ducted, the supervisory authority does not have any reliable
or auditable logs to inspect. Authorities must rely on the logs
maintained by the service providers themselves.
1https://gdpr-info.eu/
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To protect and improve user privacy several
privacy-enhancing technologies (PET) have been introduced
in the literature. The most widely adopted include
homomorphic encryption [3], anonymization [4], and differ-
ential privacy [3]. Homomorphic encryption has a significant
computational overhead for data processing which makes it
incompatible with most of the current client-server appli-
cations. On the other hand, anonymization and differential
privacy reduce the originality of the data, thus limiting the
service providers’ ability to derive value from user data.
Recently, the utilization of blockchain technology is consid-
ered to be a promising solution to preserve user privacy due
to its widely recognized accuracy and integrity features [1].
DIN SPEC 4997 [5] describes technical and organizational
measures for data protection as well as requirements based on
GDPR. It further presents architectural blueprints to illustrate
how to use blockchain to improve data privacy. Therefore,
in this paper we propose PETchain: a user-centric PET
solution that utilizes blockchain technology alongwith smart-
contracts, InterPlanetary File System (IPFS), and Trusted
Execution Environment (TEE). PETchain allows users to
securely store their data in a distributed manner and imple-
ment their data access policy in an accountable and auditable
manner. Thus, PETchain is suitable to ensure privacy in
data management and sharing applications. It further allows
service providers to provide services to their users without
keeping a copy of their data.
The major contributions of this paper are as follows:
1) A novel privacy enhancing technology, ‘‘PETchain’’,
that allows service providers to utilize user data while
guaranteeing their privacy. PETchain allows users to
securely store and maintain their data in IPFS. Data
owners are given complete control over their data by
deciding who can access, process, and utilize their data.
The data is processed in a user-selected isolated secure
environment, assuring the confidentiality and integrity
of the data. Logs of each data access are maintained in
an immutable and auditable manner in the blockchain.
2) A smartcontract that allows users to define their access
control policy. The PETchain smartcontract consists of
several functions. With the set_identifier function the
user stores data identifiers of the data files uploaded
over IPFS, whereas with the set_authorization func-
tion users authorize service providers to utilize their
data. Get_identifier is the only function that can
be called by the service provider to request data
access. Moreover, with the destroy_smartcontract and
pause_smartcontract functions the users can pause and
remove their smartcontract at any time.
3) An implementation of PETchain over a consortium
blockchain. We choose to use a consortium blockchain
as it maintains user control and privacy while hav-
ing reduced cost and high throughput when com-
pared to the public blockchain. Furthermore, unlike
a private blockchain network, it does not consoli-
date power to a single party and distributes it across
different organizations. We analyze the performance of
PETchain on a consortium blockchain by using four
performance metrics: transaction GAS cost, transac-
tions per second, number of lost blocks, and prop-
agation delay. Different parameters such as sealers,
block-time, and block-gas-limit were analyzed to
achieve the best possible results for our consortium
blockchain.We choose to implement our solution using
the Ethereum platform as it facilitates developers to
deploy their smart contracts in a secure and simple
manner. However, PETchain can be implemented over
any consortium blockchain platform that supports the
deployment of smart contacts.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: the related
work is described in Section II highlighting existing PET
solutions. In section III, we provide an overview of the
blockchain technology, describing types and advantages
of blockchains, consensus agreement, and smartcontracts.
In section IV, we introduce and detail the PETchain solu-
tion to ensure the privacy of users in a holistic manner.
In Section V, we describe how we implemented our solution
on Ethereum and provide its performance analysis. Lastly,
we offer our conclusions in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we detail the related work by presenting
different PET solutions from the literature. As illustrated
in Figure 1, this includes anonymization, pseudonymization,
homomorphic encryption, differential privacy, data summa-
rization, and decentralized learning. We describe the benefits
and limitations of each PET solution. We further present a
few prototypes that utilize blockchain technology to improve
user privacy.
Anonymization and pseudonymization techniques are used
to remove personal information from the dataset allowing
data owners to remain unidentifiable [6]. Anonymization
is completely irreversible whereas pseudonymization allows
the data owner to be re-identified by using some addi-
tional information. The three most common techniques are
K-anonymization [4], L-diversity [7] and T-closeness [8].
K-anonymity is achieved using suppression and generaliza-
tion methods until each row of the dataset becomes iden-
tical to at least k − 1 other rows. L-diversity is based on
k-anonymity to address homogeneity and background knowl-
edge attacks [9], whereas T-closeness [8] reduces attribute
disclosure by decreasing the granularity of the data. These
techniques are being widely adopted to achieve user privacy.
However, they consistently reduce the originality of the infor-
mation by decreasing the accuracy and precision. This highly
affects the utility of the data. Higher levels of anonymization
enhance privacy but make data unproductive and ineffective.
Homomorphic encryption allows procedures to be
performed on encrypted information, guaranteeing the same
output as if the operations were performed on the clear data.
This property enhances privacy by enabling applications
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FIGURE 1. Taxonomy of privacy enhancing technologies.
to process, store, and share encrypted data rather than the
original data. Homomorphic encryption can be further cat-
egorized into partial, somewhat, and total homomorphic
encryption. Partial homomorphic encryption can only support
one operation, whereas somewhat homomorphic encryption
can support two types of operations together. However, both
partial and somewhat homomorphic encryption techniques
can only support basic operations types such as addition and
multiplication. For this reason, they don’t apply to scenarios
that require advanced analytical computations to process
the data. On the other hand, total homomorphic encryption
supports a vast variety of analytical operations on encrypted
data. However, this comes at the expense of computational
latency: homomorphic encryption is impractically slow as it
has a large computation overhead when applying operation
on encrypted data. It usually takes 2-5 seconds per opera-
tion, which is incredibly slow for most practical uses [3].
Therefore, unless the computational overhead is substan-
tially decreased, homomorphic encryption algorithms remain
counterproductive for data-hungry applications.
Decentralized learning [10] allows sensitive data to be
offloaded to end-user devices where the processing can be
done. This enhances privacy by eliminating the risk of expo-
sure of sensitive data, but it overburdens the user devices.
Therefore, decentralized learning also remains impractical
for applications that require immense computations similar to
homomorphic encryption. Moreover, decentralized learning
is also prone to attacks that expose intermediate results and
leak information about user data.
Differential privacy techniques allow to collect and share
aggregate information about users while maintaining the pri-
vacy of individual users. This is done by adding statistical
noise to each user’s data before it is shared [11]. The aggre-
gate information from the dataset can then be extracted by
deducting the noise from it. However, information regard-
ing a particular individual cannot be derived. Three major
strategies are used in differential privacy: Laplace, Exponen-
tial, and Gaussian [12]. The Laplace and Gaussian strategies
are typically utilized for numerical datasets, while exponen-
tial techniques are used for non-numerical datasets. Differen-
tial privacy is considered to be an effective method to gather
aggregate user information while preserving the privacy of
individuals. However, privacy is achieved at the expense of
data accuracy. The amount of noise added highly impacts
the precision and accuracy of data. The trade-off between
data precision and privacy is controlled using an operator
referred to as epsilon [13]. Concealing sensitive information
requires a high value of epsilon, which affects the usefulness
of the information. Furthermore, differential privacy is only
applicable to scenarios where aggregate information is useful
and cannot be used for personalized services. Similarly, data
summarization techniques [14] are also not applicable to
personalized services as they create summarized variants of
data sets that hide the actual information of individuals.
After the success of Bitcoin [15], researchers started pay-
ing more attention to the underlying blockchain technology.
Due to its cryptographic security, immutability, and account-
ability features blockchain is useful in many non-financial
fields. Over the last few years, researchers started using
blockchain technology as a decentralized access control mod-
erator in various areas where access control policies are
defined by using smartcontracts. FairAcces [16] provides
a secure access control mechanism for IoT applications.
A proof of concept is presented using Raspberry PI and local
blockchain to grant, delegate, and revoke access. In [17]
smartcontracts are used to provide attribute-based access con-
trol for cloud storage systems. A role-based access control
is presented in [18] in which user relationships are publicly
visible on the blockchain. [19] presents a user-driven access
control framework for the decentralized online social network
which allows user to define their privacy policies. The main
advantage of these access control mechanisms is auditability,
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as blockchain handles each transaction in a decentralized,
transparent, and immutable manner. However, these mech-
anisms are designed to provide access control in a partic-
ular scenario where privacy is not considered their primary
objective.
Researchers have also used blockchain technology to
decentralize traditional data management systems. For
instance, in [20] a blockchain-based data management
solution ensures GDPR compliance and avoids security vio-
lations. An architectural blueprint for personal data man-
agement using blockchain is presented in [5]. [21] presents
an IoT storage system that allows to manage and trade
data generated by IoT devices securely and efficiently. [22]
provides a decentralized personal data management system
where user-defined access control and regulations are embed-
ded into the blockchain using smartcontracts. For indus-
try 4.0 applications, [23] introduces a distributed resource
management framework based on smartcontract technology.
Whereas a privacy preservation solution for Medical IoT
applications is proposed in [24] to protect individuals’ rights
related to personal data. Most of these works are considered
to be prototypes and lack technical analysis and implementa-
tion. The conceptual and architectural groundwork of theoret-
ical nature has been presented but a complete implementation
of a privacy preservation solution is still missing. However,
the major drawback of decentralized data management and
storage systems is that whenever a service provider gains
access to user data they retain a copy of the user’s data. This
leads to privacy concerns as service providers can use the data
to extract critical information or distribute it to a third party
without user consent. Therefore, in the current decentralized
data management systems users still have to trust their service
providers to properly utilize their data when providing them
with services.
We observed that a comprehensive approach to resolve pri-
vacy using blockchain technology with proper implementa-
tion and performance analysis is still missing in the literature.
Therefore, in this paper we utilize existing concepts to pro-
pose a new PET solution that holistically addresses privacy by
using blockchain and smartcontract technologies. It aims to
cover three aspects of privacy protection: i) control over data,
ii) access control and iii) auditability. A user-centric approach
is adopted to ensure user control over data, allowing the user
to be in charge of what data is collected, where it is stored,
and how it is processed. Access control refers to the policies
that the user can implement to specify by whom and when
they want their data to be accessed or shared. Auditability is
ensured by maintaining immutable logs for each data access
so that a supervisory authority has accurate and authentic data
records to investigate upon.
III. BLOCKCHAIN OVERVIEW
Blockchain technology has recently attained a lot of attention
as it is used in various intuitive applications. Blockchain
is a distributed database maintaining a scalable list of data
records. Each block of information carries transaction data,
a timestamp and an encrypted hash value of the previously
linked block [25]. Linking these blocks using the hash func-
tion makes the chain of data grow in the database. The
concept came up in 2008 by Satoshi Nakamoto, who devised
the first blockchain database by solving the double-spending
problem using the Hashcash method. Blockchain was fur-
ther adopted as a technique to implement the cryptocurrency
bitcoin [15]. In bitcoin, blocks serve as a public ledger that
keeps all the financial transactions. Recently, blockchain has
been integrated with other business domains and fields of
application to enhance their security and privacy. Besides,
smartcontracts deployed over blockchain promise to improve
agreements between parties without third-party intervention.
The following subsections will present a further overview of
some terminology of blockchain.
A. WORKING OF BLOCKCHAIN
A blockchain consists of many blocks that themselves consist
of hashed batches of transactions. A transaction contains
information that needs to be shared securely. Transactions
are grouped inside a block based on the size of the block.
The block is sent over the network in a synchronized manner
that allows each node to store a copy of the blockchain. The
synchronization requires an agreement between nodes which
is called consensus. The working of a blockchain can be
summarized in the following phases: transactions creation,
transaction submission and broadcast phase, block validation,
block inclusion into the blockchain. Figure 2 shows stepwise
how blockchain works. In the first step, an entity requests
a transaction that contains useful information. The block
representing the transaction is then broadcast to all nodes in a
network using a Peer-to-peer protocol. The network of nodes
validates the transaction with the help of a known algorithm.
Once the transaction is validated a new block containing the
transaction is added to the blockchain.
Once the transaction is submitted it needs to be authenti-
cated. This is done using a pair of cryptographic public and
private keys. The public key is used to create a digital identity
whereas the private key is used to provide a digital signature.
The digital signature provided with the transaction is used to
authenticate the user [26]. However, before the transaction is
added to a block it also needs to be approved or validated.
This decision is made using a consensus protocol [27]. The
validators investigate the blocks and check that they meet all
the requirements. Once this is completed, the transaction
is marked as valid, grouped, and published. The validation
process is the key that allows a new block to be added to
the blockchain. Once the validation is agreed by all nodes,
the agreement has been reached for the block following the
consensus protocol.
B. TYPES OF BLOCKCHAIN
There are four types of blockchain architecture: public,
private, consortium, and hybrid. All these types have a peer-
to-peer network consisting of nodes that can create and val-
idate transactions. However, there are differences in terms
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FIGURE 2. Working of blockchain.
of accessibility and availability between different types of
blockchain.
1) PUBLIC BLOCKCHAIN
A public blockchain is an open-source platform that allows
anyone to sign-in and access without any permission. All its
participating nodes are given the authority to verify transac-
tions and validate blocks. Nodes conduct a mining process
to reach a consensus agreement for including a block to the
blockchain. The permissionless and non-restrictive nature of
public blockchain makes it suitable for cryptocurrencies such
as Bitcoin [15].
2) PRIVATE BLOCKCHAIN
A private blockchain consists of a closed network owned by
an entity or organization and is restricted to specific users.
A new user can be added only if the owner of the private
blockchain allows it. The creation of new blocks and adding
transactions are restricted, and permission is only given to
controlling nodes set up by the owner of the blockchain. The
restrictions due to inaccessibility and authorization increase
the level of security and privacy. Therefore, this characteristic
of private blockchains makes them favorable for use in finan-
cial institutions and banks.
3) CONSORTIUM BLOCKCHAIN
A consortium blockchain is a community blockchain that
allows more than one organization to be involved in manag-
ing a private blockchain [28]. In a consortium blockchain,
the authority is shared among a group of entities, so that
consortium blockchains are considered semi-decentralized.
Transactions can only be verified by a set of consortium
nodes. Thus, the consortium blockchain awaits has a low
transaction cost associate with it and does not face scalability
problems as compared to public blockchains.
4) HYBRID BLOCKCHAIN
Hybrid blockchain is a mixture of public and private
blockchain and takes advantage of both characteristics simul-
taneously [29]. The hybrid blockchain is customizable as it
allows users to decide who can participate in the blockchain
and which transactions can be made public. Thus, its hybrid
architecture ensures privacy by taking advantage of the
restricted access of private blockchain while maintaining
integrity, transparency, and security as in a public blockchain.
C. CONSENSUS AGREEMENT
Consensus is defined as a general common interest allow-
ing participants of a multi-agent system to agree on a spe-
cific target to be accomplished. In the blockchain, consensus
agreement is used to define rules and regulations that allow
different nodes in the network to reach a settlement on which
transaction is valid and can be included in a new block of the
blockchain [30]. Various consensus protocols exist, and three
have gained popularity: Proof of Work (PoW), Proof of Stake
(PoS), and Proof of Authority (PoA).
1) PROOF OF WORK
The PoW protocol is used during mining to provide vali-
dation for new blocks. In this protocol, the nodes compete
with each other to receive a reward by confirming that the
transaction received is accurate. The process includes a hard
mathematical puzzle to be solved bymining nodes. The nodes
try to solve a puzzle using a trial and error method. Once
a mining node finds a solution it communicates it with the
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rest of the nodes. A consensus is achieved when the majority
of the nodes agree that the miner has solved the problem.
Once consensus is achieved the transaction is added to the
blockchain and the miner receives a reward in the form of
transaction fees. It is impossible to fake a consensus as it
requires hacking at least 50% of nodes in the network. The
PoW is a very efficient protocol, however, it consumes a lot
of power and time due to its high computation cost to solve a
mathematical puzzle.
2) PROOF-OF-STAKE
The PoS has a different methodology to generate consensus:
it uses a pseudo-random function to select a miner that is
allowed to create the new block based on the node’s wealth.
The stake or wealth of the node determines the chances for
a node to become a validator for the next block. The higher
the stake of the node, the higher its chances to become a val-
idator. PoS resolves the high computational cost of the PoW
protocol. However, a node’s wealth is not always appropriate
for the selection since the creation of new blocks may be
taken over by a single wealthy node as done in centralized
systems [31]. This may result in the blocks being managed
unfairly. Different methods such as randomized block selec-
tion and coin age selection are introduced so that PoS does
not favor only the wealthiest nodes.
3) PROOF-OF-AUTHORITY
In PoA the validators stake their identity instead of their
wealth. The person who wants to validate a transaction needs
to first confirm its identity. The validation performed is linked
to the identity and stored over the blockchain. This means
that the validators are staking their reputation. To become an
authorized validator, the validator needs to confirm its real
identity. When a transaction has been validated the identity
of the validator is confirmed on-chain in a certain way by
an approved protocol. The identity is only staked by a small
group of validators, improving the efficiency and security of
the consensus agreement. PoA does not require high com-
putational cost as PoW or a huge amount of wealth to stake
as PoS. However, the PoA is only applicable to private and
consortium blockchain networks.
D. WHY BLOCKCHAIN
The revolution of blockchain technology has recently reached
efficient and successful integration with different applica-
tions. This success comes from fundamental features that we
summarise here as follows:
• Decentralization: Blockchain distributes information to
all nodes available on its network instead of keeping
the information in a central entity. This makes it more
secure, as no single entity can take control of the network
and tamper with information.
• Immutability: Data inside a blockchain cannot be altered
since there are many copies of data on different nodes,
which makes tampering almost impossible. Further-
more, the use of cryptography does not allow anyone
to intrude and alter the data saved on the blockchain.
Any modification of data needs to be agreed upon by
a majority of nodes.
• Integrity, Authenticity, and Non-Repudiation: When a
transaction is made the data is guaranteed against any
modifications by verifying the content against its trans-
mitted hash. The user’s private key is used to digitally
sign the transaction, which assures the authenticity and
non-repudiation of each message.
• Auditability and Traceability: Each transaction is
recorded in a verifiable and permanent manner. In a
blockchain, all operations are traceable and available to
each participant. These features facilitate accountability
and audit.
E. SMARTCONTRACT
We conclude the section of blockchain overview discussing
smartcontracts since they are relevant to our work. A smart-
contract is a method used to make, negotiate, and verify
agreements electronically. The method is built by coding
a computer program to allow participants to transfer any-
thing of value under predefined conditions. Smartcontracts
are considered as a replacement for the traditional contracts
facilitated by third parties. It simply removes the third party
by translating an agreement to a computer code that is exe-
cuted over the blockchain. The code is automated and keeps
track of the agreement’s terms and conditions. Thus, smart-
contacts are self-verifying, self-enforcing, and tamper-proof.
The smartcontract is considered to be the third generation of
the blockchain revolution. Blockchain has drastically gained
in popularity from the smartcontract capability. Businesses
that aim to simplify, speed up, and reduce their costs are
leveraging smartcontracts. Fields that are currently benefit-
ing from smartcontacts include healthcare, merchandising,
real-estate, e-governance, IoT, etc.
IV. PETchain FRAMEWORK
In this section, we present PETchain: a privacy enhancing
technology that utilizes blockchain and smartcontracts to
ensure the privacy of users in a holistic manner. We start
by describing the system actors and presenting the system
model of PETchain. Next, we detail how PETchain utilizes
distributed storage and a trusted executor to preserve user
privacy. Finally, we describe PETchain smartcontracts and
their various functions.
A. SYSTEM MODEL
The PETchain framework consists of five major entities as
described below:
• User: An individual or organization that owns data and
has the right to allow who can access and process it.
• Service Provider: An online public or private organiza-
tion that is established to deliver various applications to
their consumers. They provide services and features to
their subscribers by acquiring and processing their data.
• Distributed Storage: A peer-to-peer distributed
open-source file-sharing system that allows data to be
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FIGURE 3. Ethereum accounts and addresses.
stored, maintained, and distributed in a fast and secure
manner.
• Trusted Executor: A trusted individual or organization
that provides a secure isolated environment that allows
code to be executed over some data while guaranteeing
the confidentiality and integrity of the data as well as the
code there loaded.
• Blockchain: A peer-to-peer distributed platform that
supports decentralized applications. It should supports
smartcontract code execution and storage over the
distributed network such as Ethereum.
In the PETchain framework, all users and service providers
are obliged to register themselves to the Ethereum network.
Figure 3 shows two types of accounts and addresses over the
Ethereum blockchain. As shown in the figure, each entity
registers an externally owned account (EOA) represented
by an EOA address. Users also create a contract account
to deploy their smartcontract having a unique contract
address. PETchain exploits several encryption keys presented
in Table 1. Each entity operating over Ethereum generates
a pair of public key Pethu and private key P
eth
r . The P
eth
u is
used to generate a unique 20-byte EOA account address that
identifies it over Ethereum blockchain. Each message sent
by the user over the PETchain platform is digitally signed
by their Pethr for maintaining the authenticity and integrity of
each message.KD is a symmetric key generated by the user to
encrypt data before uploading it over the distributed storage.
The uploaded data is uniquely identified by its data identi-
fier. The user also shares a secret key KTE with the trusted
executor. Users further encrypt KD using KTE to produce
TABLE 1.
KED and store it over the smartcontract along with the data
identifier.
The system model of PETchain is presented in Figure 4.
There are two kinds of messages over PETchain: API calls,
and contract transactions. The API messages are used by enti-
ties to interact with each other, whereas contract transactions
are sent to the smartcontract over the Ethereum network.
To completely understand how the PETchain system model
works we describe the several steps involved:
1) Publish smartcontract: The user defines its access
control over its smartcontract. The smartcontract con-
tains the list of service providers authorized to utilize
user data.
2) Store data: The user encrypts its data using ED and
uploads it over the distributed storage system.
3) Update data identifier: The user updates the data
identifier of the uploaded data over its smartcontract.
4) Request data: The service provider requests data by
calling a function of smartcontract. If the service
provider belongs to the user’s authorized list it will be
returnedwith the data identifier andKED . It also receives
the URL of the user’s trusted executor.
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FIGURE 4. PETchain system model.
5) Send code: The service provider sends the code to be
executed over user data and the data identifier to the
trusted executor.
6) Data transfer: The trusted executor uses the data iden-
tifier to download the data from the distributed storage.
7) Process data: The data is processed in an isolated
secure environment using the code received from the
service provider. Trusted executor decrypts KED to get
KD, which is then used to decrypt the downloaded data
before executing the code.
8) Share data: The results of the processed data are shared
with the service provider.
9) Provide services: The service provider can use the
results to provide its services to the user.
PETchain supports a user-centric architecture that aims
to give complete control to the user who owns the data.
Users can maintain a list of authorized service providers
(EOA addresses) over its smartcontract that are allowed to
utilize their data. PETchain ensures the security of the data
by allowing users to store the encrypted versions of their data
on the distributed storage. Only the trusted executors will be
able to decrypt and process user data. This is done in a secure
isolated environment to ensure user privacy. Thus, PETchain
allows service providers to provide users with services with-
out obtaining their data. Moreover, with the use of blockchain
PETchain keeps the logs of all data access in an auditable and
immutable manner.
B. InterPlanetary FILE SYSTEM
PETchain uses a distributed data storage system instead of
centralized cloud storage. In distributed data storage there is
no single point of failure as data is scattered and stored across
different peers. Moreover, faster access to data is achieved
as peers can directly share content, unlike centralized stor-
age which has high bandwidth requirements. PETchain uses
InterPlanetary File System (IPFS)2 as its distributed data stor-
age system. IPFS defines a peer-to-peer protocol that allows
data to be accessible through distributed peers [32]. IPFS is
considered to be faster, secure, and reliable compared to cloud
storage services. It also aims to resolve the data redundancy
issue of the web. This is mainly because IPFS uses content
addressing rather than location addressing to identify data
stored over the network. The IPFS uses the hash of the data
file as its identifier, which always remains unique to the data.
A newer version of data is uploaded in case the data is updated
or changed. If a particular data file is requested then the
data identifier is used to locate the file across different peers.
A node on IPFS whose stored hash matches with the content
identifier will return the data file to the requester.
In PETchain, the user encrypts and digitally signs the data
before uploading it over the IPFS network. Figure 5 illustrates
the different steps a data file goes through before being
uploaded over the IPFS. The user starts by selecting the data
file required to be uploaded. The data file is then encrypted
using a symmetric encryption algorithm such as AES and
symmetric keyKd . Thus,Kd is required by anyone whowants
to access and process the data. In the following step, the data
file is digitally signed by the user. The user uses the private
key Pethr of thee Ethereum’s EOA to sign the data file. The
public key Pethu can then be used to verify that the data file
belongs to the same user that is registered on Ethereum and
owns the smartcontract. The hash of the digitally signed data
2https://ipfs.io/
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FIGURE 5. Data storage on IPFS.
file is taken using an SHA 256 algorithm. The hash acts as
the data identifier. The user then uploads the data over IPFS
in the form of an IPFS object that consists of the data field
and link field. The data field consists of a data file whereas
the link consists of the data identifier. IPFS data field can
only accommodate 256 Kb of data. Therefore, if the data file
is larger than 256 KB, it is broken down into several IPFS
objects and stored over different peers in the network. The
main object consists of the links to each IPFS object which
can be used to locate other objects and recover the data file.
C. TRUSTED EXECUTION ENVIRONMENT
In PETchain, a trusted execution environment (TEE) is used
to process user’s data. Users can implement their TEE or
use a third party trusted executor. A TEE is a processing
environment that allows the authenticity, integrity, and con-
fidentiality of its data and code. The basic building blocks of
TEE are presented in Figure 6. TEE allows service providers
to process the user’s encrypted data in a secure environment
without having access to the data. The trusted executor has
access to both user’s data and the service provider’s code.
However, the architecture of TEE makes it unfeasible for
anyone to have a copy of the data. Once the code is executed
over the data the service provider is informed about the
results of the execution. In PETchain, we choose Graphe-
neOS 3 which is an open-source, security-hardened TEE.
GrapheneOS implemented over Intel SGX hardware provides
adequate performance. The latency on Graphene-SGX for
3https://grapheneos.org/
FIGURE 6. Basic building blocks of TEE.
Algorithm 1: set_identifier(data_id, SP_address,
data_key, TE_url)
if msg.sender == owner then
Map SP_address to data_id; Map SP_address to




opening a 64 KB file is 383µs, reading a 64KB file takes
0.5µs whereas forking a 16MB process takes 0.8s [33].
D. PETchain SMARTCONTRACT
We describe now the PETchain smartcontract and its func-
tions. The PETchain smartcontract is written and compiled
in solidity. The contract is deployed and owned by the user.
When the contract is deployed the user’s EOA address is
recorded as the owner of the smartcontract. The smartcontract
is then used to store and retrieve data identifiers. The vari-
ables used in the smartcontract to store information include
i) data_id: contains data identifier, ii) data_key: contains
encrypted key for the data, iii) SP_address: contains the
address of the service provider, iv) TE_url: contains the URL
of the trusted executor, and v) Status: indicates whether the
service provider is trusted or not. We use mapping value type
in solidity to relate and store information due to its lower com-
putational cost compared to arrays [34]. The mapping stores
information in a virtual hash table having each potential key
mapped to a value.
The PETchain consists of five functions. The algorithms of
these functions are presented in Algorithms 1-5 and explained
as follows:
1) set_identifier: This function allows the user to upload
the data identifiers securely over the smartcontract.
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Algorithm 2: set_authorization(SP_address, status)
if msg.sender == owner then






if Status of msg.sender is trusted then




















The EOA address of the service provider is sent as an
argument of the function along with the data identifier,
encrypted key, and URL of the trusted executor. The
address is mapped to the data identifier, encrypted key,
and URL of the trusted executor to be stored over the
smartcontract. The function allows only the owner of
smartcontract to upload the data identifier. The same
function can be used to change the data identifier if the
user’s data is updated.
2) set_authorization: This function allows the user to
maintain a list of trusted service providers. Only the
owner of the smartcontract can call this function. Its
arguments require the EOA address of the service
provider and the status, indicating whether it is trusted
or untrusted. This function can also be used to change
the status of the service provider.
3) get_identifier: This function is used by the service
provider to retrieve data identifier. When the service
provider calls it, its EOA address is recorded. Using
the address, a check is performed whether the service
provider belongs to the list of trusted service providers.
If the service provider is listed as trusted, the function
will return the corresponding data identifier, encrypted
key, and URL of the trusted executor. If the address is
indicated as untrusted or not listed, the requester will
be notified that it does not have the authority to access
the user’s data identifier.
4) destroy_smartcontract: the owner is able to destroy
the smartcontract. Once the smartcontract is destroyed
its functions can never be called again.
5) pause_smartcontract: the owner is able to pause and
unpause the contract.
A sample code of PETchain set_identifier and
get_identifier function are provided as follows.
V. IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we describe how we implemented PETchain
on a consortium blockchain to analyze its feasibility and
performance. A consortium blockchain is more suitable in
terms of ensuring privacy bcause the information contained in
the blocks is only visible to the members of the consortium
and not to the entire public. To implement our solution we
deployed an Ethereum PoA blockchain consisting of five
nodes and executed PETchain smartcontract over it. Cur-
rently, Ethereum allows two consensus protocols: PoW and
PoA. As we choose to implement PETchain over a consor-
tium blockchain we selected the PoA consensus. We per-
formed various experiments to select the appropriate config-
uration to achieve the best possible performance. The three
critical parameters for this PoA blockchain are:
1) Sealers: Sealers are nodes that have the authority to
validate a transaction and include it on a block. A block
can only be added to the blockchain if it is validated by
at least 51% of the sealers present in the network. Ini-
tially, sealers are configured in the blockchain genesis
block. New sealers can be added anytime if 51% of the
sealers present in the network allow it.
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2) Block-time: Block-time is the time between two con-
secutive blocks. It is configured inside the blockchain
genesis block. After each interval of block-time, a new
block is added to the blockchain. However, the actual
block-time always varies from the configured block
time due to various delays caused by the network
during synchronization.
3) Block-gas-limit: Block-gas-limit is the maximum
amount of gas that can be collected from transactions in
each block. It is set in wei where one wei is equivalent
to 10−18 ETH. The gas limit determines the size of the
block and the number of transactions that can fit inside
a block, which is dependent on the GAS cost of each
transaction.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In our experimental setup, we used the AWS cloud ser-
vice to deploy five EC2 virtual machines. We ran Ubuntu
Server 18.04 LTS (HVM) having 1 GB RAM and 20 GB
storage in each virtual machine. The virtual machines
were configured to run a Go Ethereum (geth4) client to
initialize Ethereum nodes. For each node, at least one exter-
nally owned account was created using a public-private
key pair. The public key is further used to generate
a 20-byte public address. For example Alice creates an
externally owned account and has a public address of
‘‘0× 1f4993692CDaD87DEc7227650B7aA557EcE6E5b1’’.
She can further use this address to deploy her smartcontract
and sends transactions.
The complete code of PETchain smartcontract is available
in the github repository.5
To generate a genesis block for our blockchain we used
Puppeth.6 The genesis consists of a simple JSON file
that contains the configuration parameters and thresholds.
Listing 1 shows a sample genesis file that consists of all
necessary parameters required to set up a PoA blockchain.
The algorithm used for PoA consensus in Ethereum is Clique.
The chainid for a Clique network can be any number other
than 1,2,3,4,42 and 62 which are associated with the main and
test networks. The difficulty field is set to zero in clique as no
mining is required. The gasLimit field is used to set the block-
gas-limit whereas the Epoch Period is for configuring the
block-time. The extraData field is used to add the addresses
of accounts that are selected as sealers at blockchain
initialization.
We used geth to initialize a node in each virtual machine.
Each node is configured with the same genesis block. To ini-
tialize the blockchain the enode address of nodes are pro-
vided. Enode address is a URL that consists of the 512 bit
public key and the IP address of nodes. This allows nodes




Listing 1. JSON genesis.
used Remix 7 and Metamask 8 wallet to deploy PETchain
contracts. The EOA generated using geth were imported to
the Metamask to deploy smartcontract. The remix is linked to
Metamask using injected web3 provider whereas the Meta-
mask wallet is connected to our clique network using RPC
URL.
B. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The performance of PETchain over Ethereum blockchain is
analyzed using the following metrics:
1) Transaction GAS Cost (TGS): The GAS required to
execute a smartcontract transaction in the network.
2) Transaction Per Second (TPS): The number of trans-
actions that can be executed in the network in each
second.
3) Lost blocks:The number of blocks lost due to the delay
caused in broadcasting the signed block by the sealer.
7https://remix.ethereum.org/
8https://metamask.io/ wallet
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TABLE 2. Transaction GAS cost for PETchain.
4) Propagation Delay: The amount of time it takes to
propagate a block to the entire network.
In the PoA network, users do not have to pay miners the
cost of executing their transactions. However, TGS remains
a good metric to check the computational efficiency of a
smartcontract. Lower TGS implies that less computational
power is required for execution which enhances the over-
all throughput of the network. We computed TGS required
for the completion of different transactions over PETchain.
This includes the deployment of smartcontract and exe-
cuting functions such as set_identifier, set_authorization,
get_identifier, pause_smartcontract, destroy_smartcontract.
We made efforts to keep the GAS cost as low as possible.
We were able to decrease the GAS cost substantially by using
mapping instead of arrays to store information [34]. Table 2
enumerates the amount of GAS required to complete different
transactions over the blockchain. We can observe that a user
requires approximately 1300, 000 GAS to deploy a PETchain
smartcontract over the Ethereum PoA network. This cost
is required only once when the smartcontract is deployed.
On the other hand, the functions require very little GAS.
This shows the computational efficiency of our smartcontract.
The set_identifier function requires the highest GAS, around
90, 000, as it maps three different values including data_key,
data_id, and TE_URL to SP_address as presented in
Algorithm 1.
The public Ethereum network supports 12− 15 TPS [35].
However, with the consortium network we were able to
achieve a much higher TPS. We ran our blockchain for one
hour to compute TPS using the following equation:
TPS =
Gas Limit
TGS ∗ Block − time
where block-gas-limit and block-time are configured in the
genesis file. However, the actual block-time varies due to net-
work delays and synchronization issues. Therefore, we mea-
sured the average block-time by running the blockchain
for one hour. The measured vs. configured block-time is
presented in Figure 7. The measured block-time is then
used to compute the TPS for three different block-gas-limits
(400000, 1000000and 2000000) as shown in Figure 8. It can
be observed that high TPS is achieved with increased block-
gas-limit. This is becausemore transactions can be accommo-
dated into a block by having a high block-gas-limit. On the
other hand, the TPS decreases rapidly by increasing the
block-time. To achieve a high TPS a low block-time and
high block-gas-limit can be selected. However, selecting an
appropriate block-time is crucial as it causes delays in the
network as seen in further experiments.
Figure 7. Measured vs. Configured block time.
Figure 8. Transaction Per Second (TPS) as a function of block-time.
When a sealer delays its signed block in broadcasting,
the backup sealers propose a new block. This causes the block
to be lost. The number of lost blocks causes a delay in adding
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TABLE 3. Lost blocks in terms of a) Blocktime and b) Sealers.
TABLE 4. Propagation time in terms of a) Blocktime and b) Sealers.
new blocks to the blockchain, that affects the overall latency
of the network. Therefore, we tried to observe the amount of
lost blocks in a one hour period concerning block-time and
sealers in the network. Table 3a shows the effect of block-time
on lost blocks. We observed that lost blocks have a direct
relationship with the block-time. A sharp decrease in lost
blocks is observed when the block-time is increased. This is
because the sealer getsmore time to receive, validate, and sign
the transactions inside a block. Therefore, for PETchain it is
appropriate to select a block-time between 5−10 to reduce the
number of lost blocks. Moreover, Table 3b shows the effect
of the number of sealers over lost blocks. We observed 0 lost
blocks for 1 and 2 sealers. However, as the number of sealers
increases the number of lost blocks also increases. This is due
to the synchronization issues between sealers, as at-least 51%
sealers need to verify the block before it can be part of the
blockchain. Therefore we recommend not to use more than
half of the nodes as sealers in the network.
We further calculated the propagation delay in the network.
This represents the time required for a block to be available to
each node in the network. We present the effect of block-time
and sealer to propagation delay in Figure 4. From Table 4a
we observe that the propagation delay is strongly dependent
on the number of sealers. More synchronization issues were
observed when the number of sealers were added to the
network, and this was the reason behind higher propagation
delay. The propagation delay in the 5 node network having 1
sealer was observed to be 250.86. By increasing the sealers
to 5 the propagation delay increased to 632.74. However,
we could not observe any relationship between block-time
and propagation delay as seen in 4b.
The performance analysis allowed us to characterize
PETchain at different configuration settings. We used dif-
ferent amounts of sealers, block-time, and block-gas-limit
to see the effect on our performance metrics. We observed
that high TPS can be simply be achieved by lowering the
block-time. However, block-time was strongly related to the
number of lost blocks, which affects the overall performance
of the network. Therefore, we propose to use a block-time of
around 10 seconds. This allows to achieve a high TPS and
minimize the delays in the network caused by lost blocks.
We were able to achieve a TPS of around 60 for a gas limit
of 20000000. This is almost four times higher than that of the
public Ethereum network [35]. To minimize the propagation
delay we propose to use only half of the nodes as sealers.
Thus, in a 5 node network no more than 2− 3 sealers should
be used.
At last we present a comparison of existing Privacy enhanc-
ing techniques with PETchain as shown in Table 5. The
comparison is conducted concerning features including, data
utility, accuracy, complexity, and overheads. Anonymization,
differential privacy, and data summarization ensure privacy
by reducing the originality of the data. Therefore, these
techniques damage the utility and usefulness of the data.
Moreover, they cannot guarantee the accuracy of results
of data analytic applied. On the other hand, homomorphic
encryption, decentralized learning, and PETchain maintain
data utility and accuracy of results. However, homomorphic
encryption techniques are fairly complex to implement and
present a very high computational overhead since operations
TABLE 5. Comparison of privacy enhancing technologies.
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are conducted over encrypted data. Decentralized learning
also presents high computational overhead as machine learn-
ing algorithms are applied on individual devices in a dis-
tributed manner before the results can be used by the system
model. Decentralized learning also overburdens user devices
as computations are offloaded and conducted over the user
device. On the contrary, PETchain neither overburdens user
device nor has a high computational overhead. However,
proper experimental analysis is required to compare each
PET in terms of actual latency observed when a particular
operation is applied over data.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel privacy enhancing technol-
ogy based on blockchain to manage and exploit user data. The
proposed technique aims to address user privacy holistically.
In our approach, users can define their access control policy
by deploying their smartcontract. Users upload encrypted
data to IPFS and store its hash to their smartcontract. The
authorized service providers can access the hash but can
only decrypt and process the data in an isolated execution
environment. This allows service providers to process user
data without acquiring nor misusing the data. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first-ever implementation of
PET using blockchain technology that holistically addresses
privacy. In our approach, the users select a trusted execution
environment where their data can be processed in a privacy
enabled manner. Moreover, they can store their data inde-
pendently in a distributed manner using IPFS. The proposed
solution has been implemented on a consortium blockchain
due to its privacy, cost, and performance advantages over the
public blockchain. The performance of PETchain is analyzed
using the Ethereum platform. It was observed that a high
TPS can be achieved by having low block-time and a high
gas-limit. However, lower block-time was observed to have
a high amount of lost blocks, decreasing the performance of
the blockchain. Therefore, a bock-time of 10 is proposed that
allows a TPS of around 60. Moreover, a lower number of
sealers is recommended, to reduce propagation delay in the
network. For our future work, we aim to analyze and improve
PETchain by checking its compatibility with GDPR.
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